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Forced arbitration: Designed to suppress claims
By Jahan Sagafi
and Mlcht;!lle Erickson

C

oncerned with the suc
cess of the . civil rights
and women's rights move
ments in the 1960s and
cultural challenges to corporate
power, conservatives in the 1970s
planned their legal revolution. In re
cent decades, this effort has borne
fruit. Ballooning corporate power
and substantial erosion of the pub
lic sphere have caused a yawning
chasm between rich and poor. One
of the conservative legal architects'
greatest achievements is forced
arbitration: the privatization of the
public court system coupled with
attacks on one of the strongest tools
for civil law enforcement - the class
action.
How? They've sold it on "efficien
cy" grounds. While studies confirm
that the corporate system of private
arbitration is less fair than the pub
lic courts (resulting in workers and
consumers winning less often and
recovering less money), forced arbi
tration's proponents often argue that
its speed and efficiency compensate
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for those flaws. Informality, dimin ning annually. American consumers
ished discovery rights, and no ap� and workers have a better chance of
peal rights all bring finality sooner, getting struck by lightning than win
they say.
ning an arbitration. Literally.
Is this true? In a world where pub
How does arbitration work, com
lic discourse is peppered with de pared to a class action? Whereas
ception and dishonesty, especially in a class action on behalf of 1,000 in
the context of political power grabs dividuals might require discovery
by the wealthy, doublespeak is used regarding two class representatives
to mask injustice. So it's important and a sample of 20 class members,
to look clearly at what forced arbitra then a class certification motion,
tion is - and what it isn't.
before proceeding to the merits, in
· It turns out that arbitration isn't dividual arbitration of those 1,000
nearly as fast or efficient as conser claims would require 1,000 mini-pro
vative theoreticians suggest. Sadly, ceedings. No matter how "mini" they
the reality of forced arbitration has are, that makes individual arbitra
begun to reveal that it is highly inef tion 10-lOOx more costly - for both
ficient - on top of being producing sides ·- than a class action. Each
unjust.
case gets relitigated a la Groundhog
Let's start with the lay of the land. Day, plus the defendant must pay the
Companies have imposed arbitration arbitrator fees again and again, rath
agreements with class action waiv er than relying on a judge employed
ers on at least 60 million American by the people, for the people.
workers. There are over 800 million
Critically - and this is why con
consumer arbitration agreements in servative corporatists love forced
effect. The major effect is to elimi arbitration - most of the 1,000 indi
nate accountability for corporations, viduals won't know they have claims,
b_ecause arbitration is just too oner understand how to pursue them, feel
ous for working people to pursue. A comfortable seeking and selecting
recent study revealed that, during a lawyer, or want to take hours and
2014-18, AAA and JA,MS held a few months out from their regular lives
thousand arbitrations each year for to try to prove their claims, for the
consumers and workers, and an av chance to recover a few thousand
erage of 438 of them have won each dollars.
year. That's fewer than the 440+
So, rather than be held account
Americans injured or killed by light- able for harming 1,000 people, a
company can defend against a few
dozen individuals in arbitration. ,·
Michelle. Erickson worked as a law
At a recent arbitration conference,
clerk at Outten & Golden during fall experts - including those in the ar
2019. She is a 3L at Stanford Law bitration industry - acknowledged
School.
this: Forced arbitration is designed
primarily to suppress claims.
Sometimes this approach back
fires. For example, Uber pursued
this strategy, but then 60,000 drivers
filed arbitrations. These cases could
cost Uber around $600 million an�
take decades to resolve.
These huge arbitration ·.costs ex:
ist because the only way that eveh
the most conservative courts ca;
stomach forced arbitration is that.
the defendant company guarantee�
that it will pay all fees specific to'
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Com.panies have imposed
arbitration agreements with class
action waivers on at least 60
million American workers.
There are over 800 million
consumer arbitration agreements
in effect.
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rules apply, even though the contract
explicitly answers that question? De
fendants seeking to 'delay account
ability can simply slow roll or.refuse
to agree, ,!lld the process slows to a
crawl. AAA allows cases to languish
while fees are unpaid, "routinely"
granting fee payment extensions.
As workers and consumers call
corporate bluffs by filing arbitra
tions for the common violations,
providers beco.me overwhelmed.
The system backs up. Arbitrations
proceed more slowly. In one recent
arbitration pursued by the authors,
a
single worker with a simple Dyna
As workers and consumers call corporate
mex misclassification claim was told
bluffs by filing arbitrations for the common
the arbitrator painstakingly selected
violations, providers become overwhelmed.
by the parties could not hold a hear
ing
until summer 2021.
The system backs up. Arbitrations
In a rare case when an individual
proceed more slowly.
wins, defendants·can delay payment
for years with dubious appeals by
arbitration. Otherwise, companies And in the remaining 15% of cases, appealing the judgment on dubious
could simply price Americans out of litigation is only six months longer. grounds. See, e.g., Ruhe v. Masimo
the justice system more directly. But This fall, California responded by Corp., 640 F. App'x 685, 686 (9th
companies have begun to try to slip enacting Senate Bill 707, which re Cir. 2016) (unpublished) (five-year
out of even this minimal procedural quires defendants to honor their ob delay for defendant's challenges to
guarantee (even though they wrote ligation to pay arbitration fees within arbitrator's impartiality after losing
it into their own adhesive contracts), 30 days of the due date or risk waiv whistleblower claim).
In addition to eroding individual
by simply refusing to pay their share ing their right to force individuals to
rights, arbitration also. obstructs the
of fees. This generally cripples the arbitration.
process, because the arbitration , Companies have more procedural development of the law, impairing
provider will then refuse to allow the tricks available to slow down arbitra the system's overall effectiveness.
Arbitration agreements outsource
case to proceed. It's like a corporate tions.
Confidentiality clauses also drive the justice function from the public
defendant-being able to turn off the
electricity at the courthouse. And inefficiency by limiting plaintiffs' sphere to the private sphere. Arbitra
the provider hesitates to risk the ability to informally learn about oth tors rule, often in secret, and.rarely
company's ire by demanding timely er wrongdoing (e.g., whom else did in a published opinion. Thus, the
payment, fearing that the company he harass?), pushing plaintiffs to development of the law is removed
will choose a competitor arbitration need more formal depositions. See, from the Federal Reporters into a
provider in tomorrow's version-of its e.g., Ramos v. Superior Court, 28 Cal. shadow world where decisionmak
App. 5th 1042, 1066 (Cal. Ct. App. ers are less likely to build on each
contract.
Recently, a driver (represented 2018). The claim suppression pur other's wisdom and engage in a
by the authors at Outten & Golden) pose of confidentiality restrictions public conversation about the best
sued in court, arguing that the de becomes clearer when you consider means for achieving justice, and
fendant's five-month delay in fee pay that those restrictiol)s don't keep a everyone has a smaller and smaller
ment constituted a waiver of its right defendant from using the · same in body, of published law to draw on.
Private arbitration points to a world
to force him to arbitration. Brunner formation in case after case.··
v. Lyft, 3:19-cv-04808 (N.D. Cal.).
The arbitration providers are com with no precedent and an impover
This kind of corporate gamesman plicit in this inefficiency. They gener ished discourse. about what the law
ship destroys the promise of "effi allr "manage" cases passively, refus is and should be.
But there is good news. As arbi
cient" arbitration. It helps explain ing to move forward until the parties
why 85% of arbitrations take just as agree about every detail. Should an tration and other procedural tricks
See Page 7 - LET'S
long as equivalent cases in court. arbitrator be assigned? Which AAA
a
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Agreement with Quebec is not a treaty with a foreign go\lernment
Continued from page 1

dent sees fit." However, there is a
significant question as to whether
California has, with Quebec, en
tered into a "Treaty, Alliance, or
Confederation," or other "Agree
ment or Compact."
The Supreme Court has weighed
from time to time on the question
of whether a state is overstepping
its boundaries in imposing require
ments on foreign governments or
nationals, or wading into issues re
served under the Constitution for
the executive. For example, in 1968
the court ruled that Oregon could fiscate some of proceeds, i.e., this
not implement a law that barred was a cold war law intended to keep
heirs from receiving bequests bequests from flowing to a commu
from the intestate estate of an Ore nist county. In another case, the
gon resident, where the heir was a court invalidated a California law
citizen of a country that could con- that imposed sanctions on insur
ers who did not comply with state
disclosure laws regarding claims
Joshua A. Bloom is a partner at by Holocaust survivors, holding
Environmental General Counsel LLP that was clearly a province of the
in Berkeley. You can reach him at federal executive branch, and that
the state law conflicted with feder
jbfoom@egcounsef.com.
al law and policy.
Although there is no dispute that
a state cannot enter into a treaty or
the like with a foreign government,
or otherwise intrude on the exec
utive branch's constitutional pow
ers, it not certain that California
entering into the Quebec agree
ment does that. Rather, it appears
that the Quebec agreement was
carefully crafted to specifically
avoid that problem.
The agreement is generally

New York Times News Servcie

voluntary in nature. It expressly
provides that it "does not, will not
and cannot be interpreted to re
strict, limit, or otherwise prevail
over relevant national obligations
of each Party." The "Supervision
and Enforcement" section of the
agreement has no actionable en
forcement mechanism, but rather
speaks to cooperation and facili
tation. Moreover, by its terms, the
Quebec agreement does not mod
ify any existing statues or regula
tions. Nor, other than a 12-month
waiting period, is there a limitation
on a party's ability to unilaterally
withdraw from the agreement. In
essence, the Quebec agreement
bears little resemblance to formal
treaties, compacts or other agree
ments between national govern
ments. Instead, it is an agreement
by which California and Quebec
cooperate to link their respective
GHG credits and trading systems

in recognition of cross-border im
pacts of GHG emissions.
What is also unclear is the fed
eral government's contention that
California's entry into the Quebec
agreement undermines the presi
dent's ability to negotiate compet
itive international environmental
agreements, nor it is clear with
what federal policy the California
action conflicts. The president
has stated that he believes climate
change is a "hoax," and has initi
ated the process of disengaging
the United States from the Paris
Climate Accord. Although the ab
sence of a specific federal policy
is not in all instances fatal to a
finding of preemption, the federal
policy here presumably is that cli
mate change should not be regu
lated, or at the least, not regulated
heavily in the United States. How
ever, if that were truly a basis for
a preemption argument, it would
mean that the California program
itself, with or without Quebec
would conflict with federal policy,
and no one has made that argu
ment.
It cannot be easily predicted
how this case will end, but it does
appear that the administration
has a tougher road. Ironically,
and a point not lost on a number
of parties interested in this litiga
tion, is that if the administration
is not successful in its endeavor,
and is on the losing end of the liti
gation, it may encourage both Cal-

ifornia and other states to extend
the reach of these types of agree
ments, both -inter-state and with
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are stripping Americans of funda
mental substantive rights and a lev
el playing field, popular outrage is
growing. The House of Represen
tatives passed the Forced Arbitra
tion Injustice Repeal Act to restore
arbitration to its original purpose.
Congress passed the Federal Ar-

before class actions, employment
rights, and the New Deal, Con
gress could not have imagined that
the Supreme Court would convert
the FAA into a tool for suppressing
individual welfare. The FAIR Act
would restore Congress's original
intent.
So let's be honest about what

forced arbitration is: a procedural
trick to help companies erase pes
ky individual rights and consoli
date wealth. It wasn't endorsed by
Congress. And it's neither fair nor
efficient.
Conservative activists had a
dream to make forced arbitration a
reality. Now, it's time to wake up. •
\
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Let's be honest about what forced arbitration is
bitration Act in 1925 to help busi
nesses smoothly settle contract
disputes using expert arbitrators
familiar with the· relevant product
(e.g., silk, lumber, potatoes). It was
never intended for employment
disputes or other asymmetrical
conflicts between powerful com
panies and individuals. In that age
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jurisdictions of other nations. Al
ways beware of unintended conse
quences.•
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